HULBEE

Enterprise Search

Made in Switzerland

Ideal
search engine
for any company

Ideal search engine for any company.

Finally recovering and using that
which was lost!
Finds. Everything. Safely.
Our world-leading enterprise search retrieves lost information! For years, information has
accumulated as knowledge in your company, but you cannot use it because this information
cannot be found! With Hulbee Enterprise Search, all information, whether on the Intranet or
Internet, in any file structure or in archives can be found. Numerous connectors ensure that
you can find your valuable information in the most popular software applications such as
SharePoint, Exchange, Dropbox and many more!

Whether document search
With Hulbee Enterprise Search, you can search across all
areas of your organization, whether it's a normal file
structure, storage, cross-regional, or typical solutions like
SharePoint, Exchange, or Apple's environment. Everything
can be indexed and the staff can finally breathe and find
everything. "I have not found it" is therefore a thing of the
past.

Or web search
Many companies require the search not only for internal
documents or information, but also for the web search or
intranet. Large companies, authorities, press portals or
eCommerce providers in particular need a smart search for
online contents, even if these contents are stored in PDF
format. With Hulbee Enterprise Search you have the
advantage as a company!
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The most secure platform for information
search in your company.

Full security and flexibility!
We provide you with an enterprise search software that you can install in your company on
your own servers and under your own direction, ensuring the full security of your data! We
offer you every flexibility and the possibility to start Enterprise Search also under every virtual
machine. Also, the search is cloud-ready and can run on your own cloud solution.

Top technologies at your service!
For over 16 years, we have been researching and developing information processing and
search. Today you and your company can profit from it! Our technology is not only focused
on simple search, but also combines information analysis and document management.
Many technologies such as artificial intelligence and semantic search are at your service!
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The next-generation enterprise search!

Hulbee Enterprise Search convinces
customers around the world with advanced
performance and innovation.
Simple integration. Fair price. Secure.
Hulbee Enterprise Search not only provides a simple search software, but also consolidates
our experience and knowledge, which has been accumulated for over 17 years and
combines intelligent search, format diversity, different corporate infrastructures, security, etc.
in areas such as document management.
Our goal is to create a timely software technology for you that meets all security
requirements. We would be very pleased if you test our software. Request a Proof of
Concept.
Our software complements existing software products from other manufacturers such as
SharePoint, Exchange, DMS etc. through the innovation of the search. It is thus not a
competition, but an addition to and completion of the optimal search in the company.
In just three steps, you'll get to your perfect search:

Request a Proof of Concept Install the test version
from us
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From a convincing test to
your own software

As soon as you have requested the

After the installation you have the

After extensive testing internally and

Proof of Concept, you will receive a

opportunity to test the software for

with the conviction of not buying a

questionnaire with which we will

one month, according to your own

pig in a poke, you acquire the

compile the test version.

needs!

Hulbee Enterprise Search.

HULBEE

Enterprise Search

Die sicherste PlattformInnovative.
für die Informationssuche
in
Robust. Mature.
Ihrem Unternehmen

The most popular features at a glance:
We offer you enterprise search software, which you can install in your company on your own
servers and under your own direction, ensuring the full security of your data! We offer you
every flexibility and the possibility to start the enterprise search on any of the virtual
machines. In addition, the search is cloud ready and can run on your own cloud solution.

GUARANTEED SECURITY OF
ALL DATA 100%

FUZZY SEARCH

VIRTUAL MACHINES CAPABLE

Security plays a very important

Hulbee Enterprise Search thinks

The use of virtual machines has

role for us, therefore we take the

ahead and knows how to deal

long been a trend! Hulbee

safest precaution in the

with typing or entry errors: Fuzzy

Enterprise Search can work with all

distribution of rights: Active

Search finds data even with

virtual machines established on

Directory settings. This ensures

transposed letters and word

the market. VM Ware, Oracles

100%, that the files are only

shortcuts.

VirtualBox or Microsoft Azure –

displayed to the assigned person.

SEMANTIC SEARCH

everything works!

EASY INSTALLATION

LANGUAGE INDEPENDENT

Hulbee Enterprise Search „thinks

Even though Hulbee Enterprise

The whole world is talking about

ahead“. If you don’t remember the

Search is aimed at IT-makers and

globalization. Accordingly,

exact search term you might not

administrators when it comes to

documents are multilingual.

find the document you need. Our

the installation, it is still very easy

Hulbee Enterprise Search searches

search engine makes suggestions

to configure. Even an

in all languages of the world! With

based on your entry that could fit

administrator Junior can set up

just one click, the language of the

the entered term. Through the

the software within 1-2 hours,

interface can also be changed.

semantic search, searching will be

including coffee break.

comfortable and stress free!
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Easy integration. Fair price. Safe.

AFFORDABLE COST FOR EACH
COMPANY/AUTHORITY

INNOVATIVE AND INTUITIVE

DOCUMENT PREVIEW
WORLDWIDE UNIQUE!

Enterprise search engines usually

Since we already have more than

To us, a preview window is not

cost a lot of money. We wanted to

15 years of experience in

simply a display of a document.

put an end to this and are offering

document and knowledge

Problems occur, if during the

an efficient search engine for

management, we have designed

search documents with a large

companies with 20 employees

our software in such a way that it

number of pages appear. Usually

and over. License costs are

is easy to understand and intuitive

you don’t have time to read

approximately 425 $ per

to handle for everyone – even

through it all. Therefore, we have

employee! For a company up to

without training. In other words –

used a technology that

250 employees, there are no

it is foolproof. Innovation has long

summarizes texts according to

annual license fees! Thus, we

been our strength; therefore our

their meaning. Through this

support small and medium

software has the best of advanced

innovative technology the user is

business. For example: for an

features: semantic search, Boolean

able to make decisions a lot faster,

accountant, a lawyer's office or a

search, artificial intelligence,

plus he saves time!

doctor's office with 20 employees

learning ability, behavior adapted

Hulbee Enterprise Search costs a

to the user etc.

one-time fee of only 8.500 $, no
additional costs!

UNLIMITED AMOUNT
OF DATA

Hulbee Enterprise Search is
designed for both large
corporations as well as for small
businesses. According to statistics,
data is doubling every two years.
Thus, for the search engine the
challenge arises to search within
millions of documents and Hulbee

FLEXIBLE/CUSTOMIZABLE
THROUGH SDK AND API

Many companies are very creative
technically and want to adapt
Hulbee Enterprise Search to their
own needs. Like a LEGO System
you can adapt our software to
your IT needs and expand.
Whether Internet or Intranet areas,
everything can be linked by API
and expanded by SDK!

FORMAT DIVERSITY - IT'S
ALMOST EVERYTHING!

In a business there are many
creative formats and not every
search engine can deal with them.
Hulbee Enterprise Search finds
almost all the formats in the world
- all Office file formats and emails,
Open Office files, archive formats
(Winzip, Rar…), PDF, pictures (JPG,

Enterprise Search masters it with

PSD), media (mp3, mp4, wav),

flying colors! Also for hosters with

Source Code and Scripting (cs, vb,

lots of storage data!

js) Hypertext files (html, xml, htm)
and many more.
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Wonderful Design.

Our designer lab has invested over 7'800 hours in user
friendliness and software ergonomics to make you feel
comfortable!
We are pleased to present you a few extracts of our software.
Ergonomically. Innovative. Intuitive.

HULBEE

Enterprise Search
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GSA Replacement.

Google Search Appliance is discontinued What now?
Seamless transition from GSA to the Hulbee Enterprise
Search Appliance!
Hulbee Enterprise Search offers you not only the replacement of the GSA but also fair prices
and innovative software.
Are you as a company or authority affected by the discontinuation of the GSA and are
looking for a suitable replacement? This is the right place for you!
We have been developing search tools for
many years and are looking after large and
small companies. We are also known by our
data-safe search engines such as
www.swisscows.ch and www.hulbee.com
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Just three steps.

Data protection and security of our customers are our top priority. Our Hulbee Enterprise
Search is superbly tuned to the hardware, so you can definitely rely on our search appliance.

In just three steps, you can get to your search appliance:

Compile the hardware

Integrate software

Now you can start

After consultation with our team, the Hulbee Enterprise Search Software is After receiving the appliance, the
appliance is assembled as a

adapted to the appliance and

hardware is connected, indexed and

hardware for you.

installed.

off you go!

Our search appliance provides innovative and
robust hardware for smooth work.
Our appliance is modern equipment and a
reliable technological solution. For you, we have
put together the most powerful and proven
components

that

meet

the

best

modern

standards in reliability and performance.
The modular architecture of these servers can be
extended further and offers further equipment
possibilities, these will be carefully equipped with
you.
The employee assignment is organized by the
Microsoft Active Directory, so the data security
remains.
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Questions are there to get answers.

You certainly have questions that are still
open. This is perfectly fine!
If you do not ask, you will go on slower.
We have put together some of our customers' questions from the experience and hope to
help you with this. If you still have one or more questions, please contact us.

Which formats are supported?
A large number. In a business there are usually
many creative formats and not every search
engine can deal with them. Hulbee Enterprise
Search finds almost all the formats in the world all Office file formats and emails, Open Office files,
archive formats (Winzip, Rar…), PDF, pictures
(JPG, PNG), media (mp3, mp4, wav), Source Code
and Scripting (cs, vb, js) Hypertext files (html, xml,
htm) and many more.

How is security guaranteed?
At the highest level. Security plays a very
important role for us; therefore we take the safest
precaution in the distribution of rights: Active
Directory settings. This ensures 100%, that the
files are only displayed to the assigned person.
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Question. Answer. Satisfaction.

Semantic and intelligent search?
YES. Hulbee Enterprise Search always „thinks ahead“. If you don’t remember the exact search
term you might not find the document you need. Our search engine makes suggestions
based on your entry that could fit the entered term. Through the semantic search, searching
will be comfortable and stress free!

Are datasets limited?
NO. Hulbee Enterprise Search is designed for both large
corporations as well as for small businesses. According to
statistics, data is doubling every two years. Thus, for the
search engine the challenge arises to search within millions
of documents and Hulbee Enterprise Search masters it with
flying colors! Also for hosters with lots of storage data!

How complicated is the installation?
Simple. Even though Hulbee Enterprise Search is aimed at ITmakers and administrators when it comes to the installation,
it is still very easy to configure. Even an administrator Junior
can set up the software within 1-2 hours, including coffee
break.

Is there an API and / or SDK?
YES. Many companies are very creative technically and want
to adapt Hulbee Enterprise Search to their own needs. We
gladly offer this possibility. Like a LEGO System you can adapt
our software to your IT needs and expand. Whether Internet
or Intranet areas, everything can be linked by API and
expanded by SDK!

HULBEE

Enterprise Search
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Can the search be done on the Internet and / or Intranet?
YES. Whether Internet or Intranet areas, everything can be linked by API and expanded by
SDK! For example you can link the search engine with your website. With Hulbee Enterprise
Search you can expand your services infinitely.

What languages does the system support?
Every language. The whole world is talking about globalization. Accordingly, documents are
multilingual. Hulbee Enterprise Search searches in all the languages of the world! With just
one click, the language of the interface can also be changed.

How long does the installation of the software take?
Quick and easy. Even though Hulbee Enterprise Search is aimed at IT-makers and
administrators when it comes to the installation, it is still very easy to configure. Even an
administrator Junior can set up the software within 1-2 hours, including coffee break.

What hardware requirements must be met, if I only want to buy the software?
This question can be easily answered. However, there are many aspects in order to answer it
correctly. It depends first on whether the software is installed on a dedicated server or on a
virtual machine. Also important is the number of documents in the company. Basically, for a
quick and easy indexing, the server should be well equipped. You can always send a request
to our support. If desired, we will then contact you and advise you in detail.

Is the search engine dependent upon the operating system?
NO, Hulbee Enterprise Search is independent of the operating system. Since many
enterprises are using hybrid hardware and software (Microsoft, Apple, Linux), we opted for a
browser-based solution.
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Can the user access his documents while on the move?
YES, at any time on the road or from home office the user can access his data with username
and password.

Which is better: only the search software or the appliance?
If you as a company are about to renew your hardware and are not using a virtual machine
yet, we would recommend the appliance. The appliance is designed so that the search
software (Hulbee Enterprise Search) is already linked and installed with the hardware. You
just have to unpack, plug in and the solution is ready to be used. If you already have a virtual
machine or good hardware, we would recommend only the pure software (Hulbee
Enterprise Search).

Is it multi-client capable?
YES. But before you use it internally, contact our support or our Business Partners.

Can I test it?
With pleasure! Please contact us so that we can configure the software for you. You can test
the software for free for 30 days

HULBEE

Enterprise Search
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Visible benefits for all professions.

Hulbee Enterprise Search meets all
business sizes and industries!
Do not accept if your employees waste a lot of time
searching for information!
Hulbee Enterprise Search is designed for both large companies and small businesses and
offices. With Hulbee Enterprise Search, documents are quickly found by entering
a search term. Thanks to modern technology, user-friendly interface
and easy operation, employees have control over all
documents, work more efficiently and save
valuable time.
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Every profession is flooded with information!

Doctors

Lawyers

Every doctor has a duty of documentation.

In a law firm many different clients are cared

Consequently, many new documents are

for and their data is securely managed.

created in a doctor's office every day – medical

Projects, investments, group management, risk

reports, referral letters, applications and many

management and contract management -

more. Access to the information is complicated

information and documents from different

and very time-consuming. Thanks to Hulbee

areas that need to be found quickly and

Enterprise Search, this flood of information can

without loss of time. In addition, customer

be managed and contained. Due to the large

information and sensitive documents may only

range of functions and many configuration

be viewed by the relevant persons. Hulbee

options large amounts of data can be

Enterprise Search provides an intelligent

managed. Hulbee Enterprise Search gives you

search solution which can be adapted to their

a quick overview of the electronic archive –

own corporate structure and is multi-client

from patient records and index cards to

capable. Depending on requirements, different

prescriptions and transfers. Through a personal

access rights can be allocated among

login and password, the confidential

colleagues and individual documents can be

documents are safe and protected from

assigned. Lawyers are often on site with the

improper access. To make the search more

customer, but with Hulbee Enterprise Search

effective, all files found are displayed in a

documents can also be searched while on the

preview window. If, for example, a large

move and in all formats, incl. e-mails and

number of X-rays is found, the doctor can tell if

archives. Thanks to the intelligent semantic

it is the correct picture.

search, the search is fast and accurate, so no
time is lost or wasted.

HULBEE
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Our software has been developed
for all professions!
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Finances

Industry

In a company from the financial sector

In industry, every day a vast amount of data is

hundreds of files are generated and received

generated. Many important documents are

daily. With Hulbee Enterprise Search access to

hidden on hard drives and servers. Hulbee

relevant data is granted and the contents are

Enterprise Search is especially tailored to the

processed automatically. Our search solution

needs of SMEs – helps with document search

covers different fields of activity of a modern

and provides relief. The high performance full-

financial company or department. Contracts,

text search of Hulbee Enterprise Search and

invoices, bank statements, budget planning,

the integrated text summary shorten the

various documents, notes and letters can be

search and retrieval times drastically. In

found quickly and easily. All files and their

addition to the price-performance ratio and

information are available at any time and while

the intuitive operation Hulbee Enterprise

on the move. Hulbee Enterprise Search scans

Search presents you with a quick and easy

documents across the enterprise and across all

setup. Hulbee Enterprise Search takes over the

locations, regardless of source or format.

entire search without complex installation. Our

Hulbee Enterprise Search is flexible and can be

Search Appliance is delivered configured and

tailored to all individual requirements.

ready to use.
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IT

Public authorities

An IT company owns mountains of technical

Public authorities must treat confidential

documentation. A reliable search solution is

information with particular caution. With its

essential in this case, and Hulbee Enterprise

enormous scope and yet easy access, Hulbee

Search is the ideal solution. Thanks to the

Enterprise Search fulfills every requirement and

extensive analysis functions documents can be

is immediately operational. Hulbee Enterprise

searched regardless of the operating system

Search analyzes data from various sources and

according to the requirements of modern

quickly provides the needed information. Of

search systems. Various interfaces are available

course, files are displayed according to user

for a complete integration and so Hulbee

profile only, i.e. only if the agent has the

Enterprise Search can be connected to many

appropriate access rights. In the future, more

applications. Our search is secure, reliable and

and more correspondence will be exchanged

processes documents quickly. The employees

electronically. Hulbee Enterprise Search allows

will thus save a lot of manual effort and

you to search in text documents, HTML pages,

precious time. Conventional file folders

emails, PDFs, images and of course even

become redundant because with our search

scanned documents. With our search solution

solution the required information is found with

the time required for research can be

just a few clicks.

significantly reduced.
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Success stories worth hearing.

These are just a few excerpts from our
customers, we would be delighted if you
become part of it.
Satisfied. Excited. Motivated.
Our customers come from different industries and countries. Everyone has their needs and
problems. We are glad to present you an excerpt of our customers, you may find yourself in
one or the other project. Ask us, we look forward to hearing from you!

Founded in 1939, Pilatus Aircraft Ltd is the only Swiss

Established in 1986 and headquartered in

company to develop, produce and sell aircraft to

Romanshorn Brüggli now is well-known with its

customers around the world.

active social position. Today there are more than 650
employees in this company. And all of them rely on
the data security of Swisscows.ch which replaced
Google search across the enterprise.
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BORN Green Technologies is an IT software and

The Center for Continuing Vocational Training (ZbW)

services company based in Zug, Switzerland. There

is an upper secondary school, which is anchored in

purpose is simple – to support clients in achieving an

Eastern Switzerland. It was founded as an association

effective, efficient and sustainable IT environment by

in 1946 at the initiative of industry, commerce and

identifying, selecting and developing

the public sector. Around 450 teachers work for the

transformational technologies.

ZbW in addition to their main occupation.
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About Hulbee Enterprise AG
Hulbee Enterprise AG is a software technology company from Switzerland.
Hulbee Enterprise AG produces its own software products and technologies. It offers services
for imple-menting projects and as a service to customize its own products and technologies.
Hulbee Enterprise AG is highly skilled in structured as well as unstructured information. All
companies are flooded with a variety and quantity of data, such as emails, documents and
other information. Hulbee Enterprise AG’s products help companies to analyze, archive and
always find their valuable information.
Furthermore, technologies by Hulbee Enterprise AG are used in the areas of eCommerce,
SaaS, cloud computing and business intelligence. Hulbee aims to become one of the leading
technology firms in the new technology age in the next 5 years!

HULBEE
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e n t e r p r i s e
www.hesbox.com
Headoffice, Switzerland
Hulbee Enterprise AG
Bucherstrasse 2
9322 Egnach
Tel.: +41 (0) 716 667 9 31
Fax: +41 (0) 716 667 9 30
Email: info@hulbee.com

